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practice called Caruso St John. A key factor in the final decision was Adam Caruso's
evocative vision for the new gallery as a kind of "purpose-built found-space." His
approach was based on the fact that many successful contemporary art spaces had
been created within existing buildings. And not just any buildings: predominant
among the precedents shown to the jury by Caruso were redundant industrial
structures, marked with a distinctive individual history along with a family
resemblance. His examples included: the Tate Modern in London, transformed
by Herzog & De Meuron from the shell of the Bankside Power Station, and the
Bi-4 , 1ale galleries at the historic Arsenale in Venice, created from a complex of
shipyards, arrno.rs and ropeworks. Other cases referred to included the
Pa pis de Tokyo in Paris, a regeneration of a 1930s exposition building; MoMA's
PS1 at Queens in New York based on a redundant neo-Romanesque public school;
and the Museum for the Present, part of the Berlin National Gallery built inside
a nineteenth-century railway station called the Hamburger Bahnhof. What all the
examples had in common was an individual and powerful historical ambience:
a sense of an abandoned shell of a former life somehow charged with future
possibilities.
The peculiar preference for these qualities on the part of museum directors,
curators and apparently many contemporary artists begs an obvious question:
what is it about the reuse of redundant buildings that these people seem to
find so compelling? One theme that often links these reconfigured structures
is their connection with processes of production, whether directly as places of
manufacture, or indirectly as nodal points in networks of infrastructure such as
transport or power generation. Making and presenting art in these industrialized
surroundings might therefore be an implicit response to Joseph Stalin's famous
suggestion that creative writers and artists are "engineers of the human soul."'
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a signincant change in the conventional relationship betv eon i ,)e artist, the
work of art and the curator. No longer can the curator be seen solely as the
dispassionate judge of quality, who visits the studio or private collection to select
works and to assemble a body of material which will be presented to the public in
a museum. Instead the curator is a collaborator, often engaging with the artist to
accomplish the work.'
Alongside this burgeoning of site-specific and often installation-based production,
there are also many cases where a deceased artist's own studio has been opened
to the public as an exhibition space. In this situation the viewer is invited to
contextualize the work in a very different way, often as a kind of witness to the
artist's own habitual practices

their everyday routines and working methods as

well as their sources of inspiration and innovation.
In both cases a notable aspect of the viewing experience is the presence
of a temporal dimension, a sense of work having-been-made in ^ vvay that
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,iulay and first published in 1953.1 More significantly there

J course a number of influential publications produced as a consequence of
1960s reassessment of the typically modernist tabula rasa approach to the city,
including Robert Venturi's Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture (1966), Aldo
Rossi's Architecture of the City (1966), Kevin Lynch's What Time is This Place? (1972),
and Colin Rowe and Fred Koetter's Collage City, which was conceived in 1973 but
only published as a book in 1978. Perhaps as a consequence of positioning itself
largely in opposition to the prevailing orthodoxy, much of this scholarship could
be accused of preoccupation with nostalgia for the distant past. Hence it does
not seem to take us very far in explaining the preference of contemporary artists
for abandoned spaces, which, while exhibiting the relics of former uses and the
historical traces of the lives of others, also seem to suggest that they are somehow
pregn::iiit with future possibilities.

FROM VITAL MATERIALITY TO MATERIAL TEMPORALITY
The approach taken here in the search to better understand what I would like
to call the material imagination of time in architecture is to consider the current
resurgence of interest in the notion of a "vital materiality." Across the human and
social sciences over the past five to ten years there has been a discernible shift
away from the previously dominant theoretical models: a backlash against the
largely poststructuralist preoccupation with inter-textual analysis that has tended
to dematerialize the world of things into a flux of "floating signifiers."' This earlier
tendency could be compared with the effects of modern scientific methods that
compulsively dissect and dissolve everyday objects into ever more miniscule subatomic elements. The American philosopher Graham Harman
so-called "speculative realist" group

a founder of the

has described this as a simultaneous double

movement of both "undermining" and "overmining."9 Objects are either eroded
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combustibility of a piece of cotton, or a rock to interact only with the breakability
of a pane of glass. This logic ultimately generates a distinctively flat ontology, one
that puts human beings on a similar level to material objects.
This position echoes very strongly the understanding of technical systems
advocated by Bruno Latour, the French philosopher and sociologist of technology
with whose ideas Harman has frequently engaged." Latour has suggested that the
difficulty of analyzing technological "objects" is due to their mixing of human and
non-human "actors,"and the ways in which they throw together complex networks
of interacting forces that defy conventional categorization. In much of Latour's
writing these confusing hybrids are painstakingly teased apart through detailed
empirical case studies of particular technical phenomena. Notable examples
include his analysis of Louis Pasteur's discovery of microbes," and the history of
an abandoned French mass-transit project." But on a broader philosophical level
he has also tried to explain the conceptual difficulty of dealing with te, knological
systems, which necessitates workin:: across the kind of hi,
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i-,divIdual agency, !n;;., ,acl rendering the body as a basically
victim of the larger forces of social inscription, As Foucault himself has
claimed:"power relations have an immediate hold on [the body]; they invest it, mark
it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks."" But, if this were the case, it would
place this notoriously shadowy notion of power somehow prior to embodiment,
when in reality bodies must already be implicated in the very processes by which
power relations are produced.
Rather than focusing simply on the materiality of the body-as-such this new
writing takes up the broader theme of material embodiment in general, but as vvitil
the earlier work mentioned above it is driven by an interest in its social and political
impIic.tions, An important recent collection of this writing is edited by Diana Code
and Samantha Frost, called New Materialisms: Ontology, Agency, and Politics.' Much
of this work contains references to key figures from the poststructuralist canon
mentioned already while also making connections back to thinkers from the earlier
phenomenological tradition. Drawing on the work of Gilles Deleuze and Michel
Foucault, as well as philosophers of technology like Donna Haraway, the political
theorist Rosi Braidotti draws attention to the problematic boundary conditions
that now exist in relation to the definition of the posthuman. These include the
edges of life (beginnings and ends); the edges of the species (cloning and genesplicing); the edges of the self (prosthetic extensions or medical invasions); and
even what this blurring of boundaries might mean for the future definition of the
humanities itself as an academic discipline.
In contrast, the writing of Jane Bennett that is also included in the above
collection returns to more historical sources for clues to what she calls a "vital
materialism.^'/ Interested in the difference between the passive and active aspects
of nature, she takes from Baruch Spinoza the distinction between natura naturata
and natura naturans

the former refers to nature as a set of fixed and ordered

forms while the latter suggests the power of nature as a creative generator of

he

the dynarr force
spatio-7,
from any particular element within it.'m
As with Latour's work mentioned earlier, Bennett takes this "dynamic force" as an
incipient form of agency, one that emerges often unpredictably in the operation
of a complex technical system. One of her key examples is the North American
electrical power network, illustrated most dramatically in the famous cascade of
failures that resulted in the widespread blackouts of August 2003.'1 At the same
time Bennett also traces some of the sources of the deeper cultural significance
of particular materials and processes, in a way strongly reminiscent of Gaston
Bachelard's pioneering work from the 1940s on the material imagination of the
four elements.
This idea of emergent agency is taken to an even more radical conclusion
by Diana Coole, one of the editors of New Materialisms, who returns to the later
writings of Maurice Merleau-Ponty—specifically
on the concept of nature given at the Collecr
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I would ':Ke to propose that some of this

i le explained by reference to other forms of architectural recycling.
a;
There is now a growing body of historical scholarship on the creative use of spolia,
referring to the practice of removing and reusing constructional elements such
as columns, doorways or friezes. While there is evidence of this happening even
in Classical times it became more widespread during the Middle Ages, where it
seems to take on a similar significance to the Christian reappropriation of Pagan
festivals a move that according to one recent scholar "encompasses both
rejection and continuation."" Dalibor Vesely has likewise written extensively on
the broacier significance of the historical fragment, relating it to the origins of the
rous(ftirn:
The restorative or symbolic meaning of the fragment can be discerned already
in the spoglia (spoils) so frequently used in the Middle Ages—equally in the
collections of curiosities of the late Renaissance, or in the cult and poetics of ruins,
which reached a peak in the eighteenth century:29
In an attempt to assimilate some of these ideas within a more general theory of
reappropriated spaces, Fred Scott in his recent book On Altering Architecture,
makes a number of important observations. While the reuse of spolin involves a
dynamic process of juxtaposing fragments brought from different contexts, Scott
is more interested in the effects produced by preserving and reusing elements in
situ. Likening the process of "intervention design" to the techniques of Synthetic
Cubism and Surrealist collage, he also references the sculptural work of Gordon
Matta-Clark and his full-scale dissections of domestic spaces." Here Scott also
emphasizes the experiential dimension of this kind of opening up of new spatial
connections, liberating previously unavailable viewpoints and offering new
possibilities of movement: "Such an imposition of a new spatial and circulatory
hierarchy will allow the same privileges previously available only to thieves or
ghosts, that is a novel view of the original hierarchy, which will now be a relic and
memorial of a previous occupation."'
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also suggest how a building might be used. Reappi-opria;ion 'it spaces therefore
involves a layering of successive phases of transformation, where the building is
less a tectonic object and more a series of tectonic events. Each one of these events
involves unpredictable displacements that can leave their mark within the building
fabric, and a typical sequence would include: transformations from raw material to
building component; from building component to finished building; from finished
building to inhabited space; from inhabited space to redundant building; from
redundant building to re-programmed building; and finally from re-programmed
building to re-occupied space. The presence of gaps or displacements between
each of these successive layers may be what allows for new possibilities of
signification and meaning to emerge, although it is not yet clear how this process
of architectural codification takes place.
One clue to the mechanism by which new significations can be captured
comes from the work of Merleau-Poni y on the process of in, ovation in Lnouage.
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.!ot:onal ,L'Apression and another, while opening up for the viewer's inspection the
previously unseen transitions between them. In this way a whole set of ambiguous
new expressions becomes available to be assigned to new meanings.
The lesson to be taken from this, as with all the examples discussed, is that the
embodied physicality of materials is what puts them beyond our complete control.
And likewise it is our own bodily materiality that puts us beyond the reach of power.
Whatever our language of expression, whether brain, body or building (new or old),
it is the thickness of the medium itself that holds the potential of temporality

the

promise of a productive registering of both posterity and possibility.
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